
confidential to the members of the team and the
teacherconcemed.

Thèse three people, the members of the team,
willorganise a time which everyone knows about
during the week, when they will meet in a
pleasant place, a pleasant part of the school in
which the meeting will not be intenrupted by
anyone marching through looking for the photo-
copieror the biscuits or the work sheets or their
homework or whatever else it is, so it is a quiet
place , a place where people can sit down in
comfort, hâve a cup ofcoffee or tec and a cake.
A relaxed environment where teachers can sit
for about half an hour, during which time the
problems the teacheris concemed about will be
discussed in the nature of the problem refined
anddefined.

Sometimes prior to this meeting the spécial
needs teachers in school would hâve talked to
the referring teacher andsay: «Look, would you
like me to corne into your classrooms so Ican
hâve a doser look at what is going on and we
can talk about my view and your view about
what's happening so we get extra data which
can inform the situation or if it's as it often
typically is it's an issue of a group of children
behaving badly when they are coming from
lunch time into the school when we can watch
thèse children and watch whathappens, so that
wecan talk about thisproblem with some depths
ofdata, some richness ofobservation.

So part of the meeting which is managed in a
way that it has been thought through very
carefully and is thought through in the training
that we provide for thèse teams and the teams
adopt their own rôles, they hâve thought through
thebusiness ofactive listeningso they are not to
talking across people so they are being
supportive, they know how to be empathetic and
there will be a sort of brain storming session
wherelots ofideasare buzzed around thegroup
and at the end of the meeting the group will
décide that four people in the room will décide
on a strategy.

This strategy may actually be saying something
like well, we ought to involve the parents in this
and maybe we ought to bhng an educational
psychologist in maybe we ought to think about
involving speech therapist maybe involving ail
sorts of other people and maybe say why dont
you try thisoui and why dont you corneback to

us in two weeks time and we can talk about how
it's gone. So this working body is an évaluation
cycle, it'ssaying we've looked to the issue we've
corne to understanding what the issue really is
as faras we can within theintellectualresources
of our own group. We've made a suggestion
about what seems to be a sensible and feasible
way of working and we've sat a time when we'll
corne back and we'll talk about the work.

So that's what thèse teacher support teams are,
we've been training teachers using three days of
in service training to do this work. At the central
of that work is really stimulating the process of
taking requests and managing meetings. Does
this lovely problems solvingmodel in a lot of the
spécial needs books where you go identify the
problem, analyse it, plan the action, evaluate
and you hâve a feeling a little bit of guilt
sometimes that if you are not moving in a nice
circular way where you go to identify it, now the
next thing l've got to do is actually analyse it.
Our view is that might be fine in a machine
model of problem solving and human beings
arent machines and they tend to sort of move
backwards and forwards in various stages of
problem solving and we keep that very strongly
inourmmd thatasyour workingout what's going
on you might analyse it a bit and then even if
that's wrongIhâve to go back and rethink it,
that's very typical of what's going on in thèse
support teams.Idont want to say it'smessy but
we hang on to the notion that the analysis and
intervention can be at the individuallevel, can be
at the group level or class level maybe at the
whole schoollevelandit issignificant in the work
that we've been doing that many of the actions
thathâve corne out ofthis workhâve been at the
whole school level. The two most powerful
examples which we are pleased to notice in
independent inspections ofthe schoolhâve been
noted by both local authority and national
inspectors hâve been about the improvements
that hâve been brought about in the gênerai
management of the school as a resuit of
teaching to thesupport team activity.

So that's thekind ofproblems solving cycle that
we induct people into, the training is very much
with the school. We présent teachers with the
list like that. We say:"rightin this training you"ve
got to sort out a number of things, you've got to
sort out who can request support from you, is it
just teachers or is it just classrooms assistance,
is itparents. What's sort ofproblems we can try
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